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DAIRIES
INDEX.
and Butter .
Inspedion
by veterinary surgeon
Municipal and Provincial Regulations
sec Milk and Cream .
Prevention of Frauds
see Milk, Cheese
DAIRY PRODUCTS
Babcock Test
use of, in ascertaining fat content
penalty for over or under reading
inspector to examine records of .
Butter
regulations as to packages for shipment of
Butter Makers
certificates granting to
cancellation of
Butter Making
pasteurizing cream before use in .
Certificates
provisions as to granting .
Cheese
regulations as to packages for shipment of
Che(:se Makers
certificates granting to .. . .
cancellation of .
Cream
to be graded for use in butter factory and basis of grading.
to be pasteurized before used for butter making .
PJ.(I1l
3383
.3422,3427
3426
3431
3434
3433
3433
3432
3432
3432
3432
3433
3432
3432
3432
3432
Creamery
See Factory
Director of Dairying
approval as to factory
Factory
site or location for and specifications..
ordering closing of, when necessary .....
permission to operate
Fat Content of Milk
measuring
Graders
granting certificates to ....
cancellation of ... ,....
Grading
basis of
... \
•
3430
3430
3431
3431
3431
8432
3432
3432
Inspector
appointment and duties of .
access to factory and creamery reports
penalty for obstructing ....
3433
3433
3433
INDEX.
DAIRY PRODUCTS-Continued
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3433
lilk and Cream
production and sale of, for human consumption, see Milk and
Cream 3422-3425
supplying to cheese and butter factories, see Milk, Cheese and
Butter 3426-3429
Act not to apply to for human consumption 3434
Packages
regulations as to .
Pasteurizing
of cream to be used in butter making 3432
Penalty
amount and recovery of . 3434
Regulations
power of Lieutenant-Governor in Council as to making 3433
Tests
power of inspector as to making 3433
Testers
granting certificates to and cancellation of 3432
Unsanitary Premises
ordering closing of 3431
Whey
installation of tanks 3431
tank to. ~e kept in sanitary condition............................................ 3431
pasteurIZing .. 3433
DAIRYMENtS ASSOCIAnON
continued as body corporate.......................................................... 792
DAMAGE BY FUMES ARBITRAnON
see ~ulphur Fumes .. 625
DAMS
Construction, Repair and User
see Lakes and Rivers Irnprovement................ ....... ...... ..... .. ....... 471
DEAF, DUMB AND BUND, SCHOOLS FOR
Admission
restrictions on 3903
Discharge
on direction of Hnister .. 3903
Indigent Pupils
expenses in connection with .. .. 3903
Officers
appointment and salaries of......... .. .. 3902
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DEAF, DUMB AND BLIND, SCHOOLS FOR-Continued
Ontario School for the Blind
institution at Brantford to be designated as .
objects of .
Ontario School for the Deaf
institution at Belleville to be designated as...
objects of .
• P.l<ll
3902
3902
3902
3902
Regulations
of Minister of Education for government, management, etc."' 3902
DEATH
Concealment of
right to demand production of cestui que vie
Evidence
member of Canadian Expeditionary Force .
J~imitation
when right of action against insurer deemed to have accrued'
1405
1208
2348
Presumption of ., . (
ce6tui que vie 1404, 1406
life insurance claims : 2347, 2348
Proofs as to
deposit in registry office
Registration of
see Vital Stati6tics
DEBENTURES
Chattel Mortgages Securing
see Bills of Sale and Chattel Mortgages .
DEBENTURE STOCK
Provincial Tax on Transfer
DEBT COLLECTORS
Division Court or Other Legal Process
penalty for issuing imitations of
DECLARATION
Interpretation
affidavit includes ._
DEFINITION OF TIME
see Time
1692
835
1709 •
400
3443
8
1666
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DENTISTRY
2025
2031
2025
2031
2027
2027
2027
2025
2025
.2028
... 2030,2031
2026
2027
2027
2028
.2028,2029
............... 2029
Action
not to lie against Boara. or Committee for acts done in good
faith .
Admi~sion to Practice
examinations to be passed prior to..
students from outside Ontario .
Affiliation
powera as to
Annual Fees
when to be paid ..
recovery of ..,
effect of non-payment .
Appeal
from suspension or cancellation of license
Certificate of License
issue of :
returns as to .
annual fees .
penalty for practising without..
suspension or cancellation of .
discipline committee .
Colleges
penalty for carrying on
Costs
proceedings before discipline committee n •••••••••••••
Curriculum
powers of board .
Direetors
consent required to alienation of real estate 2022
how board composed 2022
election of 2023
meetings 2023
president and officers,---election of 2024
treasurer and seeretarY,-remuneration of . 2024
executive committee 2024
fees and expenses of members 2024
moneys,-application of 2024
by-laws of 2025
control of educational curriculum 2025
licentiate of dental surgery,-power to grant certificate. 2026
discipline committee 2029,2030
2029
2029
2029
2029
2029
2029
2029
2029
2029
2030
2030
2030
...2030,2031
2031
report to board.
costs .
appeals ..
Discipline Committee
appointment of, by board of directors .
number of members,-quorum .
secretary may be member .
powers of board as to regulating procedure ..
meetingS,-notice and place of .
vacancies ...............................................................•........
quorum .
legal and other assistance .
counsel,-right to be represented by
witnesses and evidence,---cnforcing attendance
allowance to . _ .
164
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Education
powers of board .
Electoral Districts
representation on board ...
division of Province into ..
Evidence .
proceedings before discipline committee
Examinations
powers of board as to holding
PAgE
2026
. 2022, 2023
2023
2080
2026
Examiners
appointment, fees and declaration
Faculty of Dentistry
representation on board .
Fm
persons in arrears disqualified from voting at el<!Ctions..
Laboratories
penalty for can:ying on
Licentiate of Dental Surgery
who entitled to certificate as .
Limitation of Actions
negligence or malpractice
Malpractice
limitation of actions for
Matriculation
powers of board ....
Medical Practitioners
rights not affected
Minister of Education
consent to alienation of real estate
to be ex officio member of board.
Negligence
limitation of actions for
Penalties
practising without license
Real Estate
alienation, etc., of .
2026
2023
2028
2028
2026
2031
2031
2025
2031
2022
2022
2031
2028
2022
Royal College of Dental Surgeons
continued as a corporation 2022
who to be members 2022
real estate,-powers as to 2022
alienation,--.::onsent ot bonrd and Minister required 2022
notice of meeting 202.2
board of directors,-how composed . . 2022, 2023
elections 2023
Schools
penalty for carrying on . 2028
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Universities
powers of board as to making arrangements with 2025
University of Toronto
election of member of board by faculty of dentistry. 2023
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
administration,-powers as to 773
Deputy Minister and staff 773
Iinister 773
outside service,-remuneration of 774
report 774
DEPARTMENT OF ARCHIVES
see Archives 849
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION ACT
see Education, Department of 3705
DEPARTMENT OF LABOUR ACT
see Labour, Department of :.................................. 756
DEPUTY
Appointment
includes power to remove 8
Reference to Officer Includes 8
DEPUTY LIEUTENANT·GOVERNOR
appointment of powers 268
DEPUTY REGISTRAR OF THE SUPREME COURT
Sittings of Court
fee for attending
DESCENT CAST
1338
Prescription
not to toll or defeat right .. 1183
DESERTED WIFE
Order of Protection
right to 1900
DESERTED WIVES' AND CHILDREN'S MAINTENANCE
Adultery
order not to be made in ca~e of 1904
finding of, not evidence in an~ other proceedings 1904
Application
may be heard in private . 1905
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DESERTED WIVES' AND CHILDREN'S MAINTENANCE
-Continued
............................................................................
Child
what to constitute desertion, procedure
tcnanee
Complaint
who may lay
Desertion
what to constitute in case of wife.
in case of child
Dil'ision Court
enforcing orders in
Imprisonment
on default of payment
Judge
who may act as .
Judgment Summons
enforcing order by
for order for main~
"..oa
1905
1905
1904
1905
1906
1906
1904
1906
Order
fixing time for compliance with
limit of amount in case of wife
in case of child ....
varying, on re-hearing
enforcement of __ .
Summons
expense of service
Wife
what to constitute desertion .
procedure for ordcr for maintenance .
ordcr not to be made in case of adultery .
DETECTIVES
licensing private detectives
see Private Detectives
DE VENTRE INSPICIENDO
writ abolished
DEVOLUTION OF ESTATES
1905
1904
1904
............. 1905
....1905,1906
1905
1904 •
1904
1964
2146
1098
Abscntccs
consent of official guardian on behalf of, to sale .
Administration
of real and personal property in the same manncr
effect of testamentary dispositions .
Advancement
to children, effect of
how estimated ....
education, etc., not to be .
Affidavits
use of in proceedings under Act ..
1467
1459
1460
1470
1470
1470
1472
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DEVOLUTION OF ESTATES-Continued
PAOr:
1459
1472
1459
1463
1463
1463
1463
1460
1466
1468
1469
1469
1470
1464
1464
1464
1464
1465
1466
1470
,
1460
1469
1462
1462
1462
1471
1461
1461
14131
1461
1462
1462
1462
1461
Beneficiary
rights of .
when two or more to take as tenants in common .
effect of acceptance by of purchase money on sale without ap-
proval of official guardian '" .
protection of 'bona fide purchaser from .
real property vested in, liability of for debts .
personal liability of for debts , .
Cautions
registration of within three years .
effect of .
withdrawal of ..
renewal of .
succession duty,-statement to be filed as to land before regis-
tration of conveyance, etc ..
rights of executors and administrators preserved .
registration after three years upon consent or under order .
effect of .
where registered under repealed enactment.. ..
order vacating .
Chattels Real
application of Act to ..
Children
advancement to, effect of .
Creditors
right of purchaser to hold against.................................................. 1469
rights of against beneficiaries or personal repre.sentative......1469, 1470
Curtesy
sale free from, order for ..
effect of ..
sum in gross in satisfaction of ..
election by husband .
Debts
payment out of residue ..
liability of beneficiary ..
Deputy Official Guardian
appointment of .
Distribution
powers of personal representative as to 1466-1468
illegitimate child not to share in : :.. :................... 1470
where advancement made to chi1dren ~.............................. 1470
of property of married woman, intestate...................................... 1471
of personalty 1471
Domicile
where out of Ontario, how personally to be treated ..
Dower
right to not affected : .
election of widow to take interest in undisposed real property
in lieu of .
when and how to be made .
personal representative may require .
where widow an infant or lunatic .
sale free from, order for .
effect of ..
sum in gross in satisfaction of ..
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DEVOLUTION OF ESTATES-Continued
Eduution
not to be advancement . 1470
14.70
Estates Tail
not to devolve on personal representative.. 1459
Forcelosure
defendant, where no personal representative of mortgagor 1461
Funeral Expenses
payment out of residue........ 1460
Heir
when personal represenative deemed to be.. 1460
entry as owner under Land Titles Act 1619
I11egitimate Child
not to share in distribution
Infant
election of widow when, .
sales where interested ..
approval of official guardian required..
approval of local guardian
Land Titles Office
entry of heir or devisee as owner
Leases
by personal represenative...
Local Guardians
appointment of local judge or local master _ ..
approval of to sale where infant interested
Lunatic
meaning of ..
election of widow when ..
approval of official guardian to sale where heir a
Married Women
distribution of property, when intestate
saving as to husband's tenancy by curtesy
Mortgages
to devolve on personal representative ".. . .
defendant, in case of sale where no personal representative of
mortgagor ._.................. . .
by personal representative .
approval of official guardian
Official Guardian
exercise of election, when widow an infant or lunatic ..
approval of to sales where infant interested .
on behalf of lunatic or absentee .
notice to Public Trustee, approval of sale, where lunatic.
interested . .
approval of to mortgages by personal representative....
Personalty
of persons not domiciled in Ontario not to devolve
distribution of on intestacy .
when to be made.. . .
1461
1466
1466
1466
1619
1469
1466
1466
1459
1461
1467
1471
1471
1460
1461
1469
1469
1461
1466
1467
1467
1469
1469·
1471
1472
INDEX.
DEVOLUTION OF ESTATES-Continued
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1468
1468
1468
1468
1468
1469
1469
1460
1463
1463
1466
1486
1468
Personal Representative
meaning of 1459
property to devolve to.... 1459
exception as to estates tail, ctc. 1459
concurrence of all in sale of real property.................................. 1460
when deemed to be heir.................................................................... 1460
sale free from curtesy or dower, order for.................................. 1462
effect of 1462
payment for dower or curtes~ 1462
power to register caution............. 1463
sales by, where infants interested.................................................. 1466
approval of official or local guardian required 1466, 1467
power to dispose of real property.................................................. 1466
sales for payment of debts and distribution................................ 1466
concurrence of heirs and devis('es, when required.................... 1467
exception as to lunatics and non-concurring heirs................ 1467
distribution of estate among persons beneficially interested.... 1467
order of court for :.... 1467
approval of official guardian on no-concurrence of heirs... 1467
no distribution of real property by administrator of person-
alty only .
or by executor before probate without leave of court ..
powers of sale exercisable within three years period without
order of court , .
acceptance of share of purchase money on sale without ap-
proval of official guardian ..
protection of bona fide purchaser from .
mortgages and leases by ..
liability' to creditors in certain cases · ..
Power of Appointment
property passing under will in pursuance of, to devolve on
personal representative 1459
Public Trustee
official guardian to notify of approval of sale where lunatic
interested .. , ,..... 1467
Purchaser
protection of bona fide 1468
for value, right to hold against creditors :............. 1469
Real Property
to be treated as personalty............................................................ 1459
administration of , 1459, 1460
when conveyance by one of several personal representatives
permitted ..
when to vest in persons beneficially interested ..
exceptions , .
when beneficiaries to be tenants in common ..
power of personal representative to dispose of.. ..
liability of for debts when vested in beneficiary , ..
Registration
letters of administration affecting land 1552
Residuary Estate
payment of debts, etc., out of........................................................ 1460
- Rules of Procedure
power to make.................................................................................. 1472
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DEVOLUTION OF ESTATES-Continued
Succession Duty
statement to be filed before conveyance, etc. registered.
Tariff of Fees
poWer to make .
Tenants in Common
persons beneficially entitled, to take as..
Tenant by Curtesy
election by husband to take as
Testamentary Expenses
payment out of residue
PAO.
1464
1472
1466
1471
1460
Trust Estates
to devolve on personal representative ...................... , ....1460, 1461
Vesting
when to take place in case of real property "" . 1463
Widow
right of election as to interest in undisposed real property.... 1461
preferential share in estate of intestate...... 1462
as to real property only if election to take in lieu of dower 1463
Wills
made in execution
property
Words of Limitation
construction of
DISABILITY
Limitation of Actions
see Limitations
of power of appointment, devolution of
1459
1460
1179
DISCHARGE OF MORTGAGE
Registration of
see Registration of Instruments _ .
Land Titles .
DISCONTINUANCE
Prescription
not to toll or defeat right .
DISTRESS
Interest on Mortgage
rights of mortg"gee
Right of
see Landlord and Tenant
1532
1598
1183
1417
1933
INDn.
DISTREsS AND SEIZURE OF CHATIELS, COSTS OF
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1216
1216
1217
1217
1217
1217
1217
1217
1217
'1217
Bailifl'
to give statement of demand and costs to person whose goods
are distrained .. 1218
to give statement to clerk of division court for taxation........ 1218
Chattel l\lortgage
tariff of costs of seizure under 1216
Complaints
summary proceedings before justice of the peace .
levying penalty for overcharge .
commitment of offender in default of distress ..
costs where complaint unfounded ..
form of order , , ..
costs of proceedings ..
witnesses, justice may summon and examine .
. penalty for disobedience to summons .
liability of person for whose benefit distress made ..
Distrainor
liability for overcharge , .
right of action against not affected by proceedings before
. distress 1217, 1218
to' give statement of demand and costs on making distress.... 1218
..
Exempted Goods
limitation as to costs of seizure 1216
Justice of the Peace
summary hearing of complaints as to overcharges............. ....... 1216
Penalty
for making illegal charges 1216
recovery of ~:........................... 1217
costs where complaint unfounded : 1217
.witnesses disobeying summons of justice :· : :........ 1217
Right ~f Action ,
not affected 1217,1218
Tariff .
where amount due does not exceed $80 : : 1216
where amount due exceeds $80 1216
exempted goods, limitations as to 1216
ch'!-ttel mortgages, seizure und!'r ,..... 1216
'no charge to be made unless act done :....................................... 1216
penalty for contravention .. .._.. 1216
Taxation
right of person whose goods are distrained 1218
before division court clerk .. 1218
revision of by clerk of county court, when to be made 1218
DISTRIBUTION OF ESTATES
lsee Devolution of Estates :............ 1459
DISTR,I,CT COURT
see County and District Courts...... 960
a~?';!
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DISTRICT COURT HOUSES
erection and regulation of 4061
DISTRICT HOUSES OF REFUGE
see Houses of Refuge in Districts 4044
DISTRINGAS JURATORES
writ abolished 1098
DITCHES AND WATERCOURSES
. 3636, 8636
............... 3646
3645
3640
...........3640.3642
3642
8646
............... 3646
....3634.3644
3638
8688
3639
8689
3639
3639
3641
3641
3641
. 3641.3642
3643
3643
3645
3646
Agreements
of owners as to apportionment of work .
no action for mandamus for enforcement of
proceedings for re-consideration ot .
Appeals
from award to county judge .
power of judge to take evidence
summonses to witnesses on .
to referee from judge .
powers of referee
Application of Act
Award
time for making and contents of .
to specify materials for covered ditch .
direction as to letting rock-eutting or blasting by tender
relief of owner not benefited ..
to be filed with clerk ..
notice of. to persons affected .
enforcement of. as altered by judge .
notice by clerk as to changes and setting aside .....
reference back by judge to engineer....
when binding notwithstanding defects .
letting work on non-eompliance with ..
liability of owner in default ..
proceedings for re-consideration of .
no action for mandamus for enforcement of. .
3683
Blasting .
letting of work by tender . 3689.3642
certificate of engineer as to completion and cost of 3643
Cemeteries. See Cemetery Act
Clear Days
meaning of
Clerk
remuneration for services under Act . 3634
Compensation
by owner of mining or manufacturing land for injury to others
Construction
meaning of .
3634
3688
Cost of Ditch
limit of allowable under Act .. 3636
INDEX.
DITCHES AND WATERCOURSE~Continued
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PAO.
3642
3642
693
Costs
payment to engineer and judge by municipality , ..
re-payment by owners to municipality ..
Ditch
meaning of ,.................................................................................. 3633
to be continued to sufficient outlet 3635
not to pass through more than seven townships 3635
limit of cost and area to be assessed 3635
notice by owner requiring construction of 3635
application to set aside proceedings for construction................ 3636
letting construction of, on non-eompliance with award........... 3643
certificate of engineer as to completion 3643, 3644
owners desiring to use after construction of . 3644
proceedings for deepening, widening or covering . 3645
maintenance of 3644
re-consideration of agreement or award where insufficient. .. :.... 3645
no action for mandamus to enforce completion of.......... 3646
Engineer
meaning of 3633
appointment, fees and oath of 3634, 3635
appointment by, on requisition of owners 3637
examination of locality by...... 3637
adjournment to serve other owners 3638
certificate of as to fees where drain not required 3638
award, time for making. and contents of.................................. 3638
entry on land to plant stakes and take levels, etc. 3638
penalty for interfering with 3639
certificate as to completion of works 3643, 3644
inspection of ditch on default of owner to repair........................ 3644
penalty for neglect to make inspection ,..................................... 3645
Evidence
power of judge to take on appeals 3640. 3642
Excavated Material
not to be deposited on improved. highway
Forms
to be supplied by municipality 3646
Informalities
not to vitiate 3636, 3641, 3642
laintenance
me~ning of . 3633
of ditches and watercourses 3644
l\landainus
actions for not to lie to enforce agreement or award..... 3646
lanufacturing
Act to apply to draining of land for purposes of 3634
Meeting
of owners as to apportionment of work, etc 3635, 3636
adjournment to add parties 3636
lining
how far general Act to apply to draining of land for purposes
of , ,................ 3634
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DITCHES AND WATERCOURSES-Continued
Non-Resident
meaning of
Outlet
ditch must be continued to a sufficient .
P ..OI.
3633
3635
3646
Owner
meaning of _................................................................. 3633
may be relieved from dufy to construct ditch 3639
right to use of ditch 'although not under original award............ 3644
Referee
appeal to ..
...•....
Repairs
notice requiring owner to make ......
inspection by engineer on default
proceedings for enforcing .
Road Allowance
exclusion of from computation ·of extent of ditch .
Road Superintendent
initiating proceedings, etc.
Rock-Cutting. See Blasting
Tile Drain
construction of under open .ditch .'
Witnesses
summonses for attendance on appeals
fees of
DIVISION COURTS
3644,...
,.3644,3645
3635
692
3644
3642
3642
Absconding Debtors
attachment on goods ot. : . ........................ 1053
Action
meaning of 999
effect of alterations in limits of division _....... 1002
what claims may be joined in................ 1012
cause of, not to be divided......... . .1014, 1054
separate finding upon claims joined,.... . ,............... 1013
where to be entered and tried 1015
place of trial for action by woodman for wages 1015
when to be brought in another division................... 1016
agreement as to place of trial... 1016
against non-residents 1016
against corporations out of Ontario ' l 1016
where to be brought where amounts exceeds $100.................... 1017
change of place of trial :.......... 1017
when not to fail for want of jurisdiction ~...... 1018
by or against clerks and bailiffs..... 1018
by or against judge........................... 1018
trial of, see Trial infra
Affidavit
when receivable as evidence......... 1032
before whom to be taken........... 1032
not to be used when sworn before agent....... 1032
INDEX.
DIVISION COURTS-Continued
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1059
1043
1044
1044
1044
1044
1044
1062
Affidavit of Service
clerk to prepare and annex to summons:..................................... 1020
Agent
service on in case of corporation with head office out of Ontario 1019
who may act at trial.......................................................................... 1028
affidavit SWOrn before not to be used............................................ 1032
memorandum naming agent for service where appeal lies ..... 1034
Agreement
as to place of trial, effect of.. :.............................................. 1016
not to appeal, effect of...................................................................... 1027
for reference to arbitration 1044
Amendment
powers of judge as to 1026
Appeal
not to lie where agreement to that affect.................................... 1027
when to lie,........................................................................................... 1033
agents for service where appeal lies 1034
certifying the case to Osgoode Hall 1034
procedure upon ,......................................... 1034
costs, what taxable ,........................................... 1034
to divisional court from judgment on trial by consent in district 1062
Appraiser
fees of 1008
Arbitrations
order for reference to .
reference not revocable without leave ..
award to be entered as judgment ..
notice of .
setting aside award ~ .
powers of arbitrator as to administering oaths : ..
extent of jurisdiction in provisional judicial districts ..
Arrest
by bailiff or officers, where interfered with .
Attachment of Debts
when owing from firm...................................................................... 1021
order for in respect of debts generally........................................ 1040
proceedings by garnishee summons 1039-1043
not to be executed out of county.................................................... 1046
fees of bailiff where action is settled or assignment made........ 1049
continuing proceedings after death. etc., of bailiff.................. 1050
securities to enure to successor of bailiff.................................. 1050
claims of landlords and others to goods seized, how adjusted 1057
penalty for rescue or attempted rescue of property.................. 1059
liability of bailiff for negligence.................................................. 1060
See also Garnishment infra
Attachment of Goods
when warrant may issue , 1053. 1054
execution of warrant , 1054
appraisement and return of inventory.......................................... 1054
continuing proceedings in division where warrant issued ....... 1054
in court in which suit commenced............................................ 1054
seizure and sale of property attached under execution 1054
cause of action not to be divided.................................................... 1054
right to plaintiff to abandon excess... 1054
rateable distribution of proceeds among attaching creditors.... 1054
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on entry of action .
DIVISION COURTS-Continued
Attachment of Goods-Continued
what creditors may share, where proceeds insufficient for all
claims .
constable to deliver goods seized to bailiff .
custody of property attached , .
security by debtor, restoration of goods on
sale in default of security.................................... . .
service of summons after issue of warrant.. ..
costs, when creditor may be deprived of. .
perishable goods, disposal of .
security may be required from creditor ..
security, jurisdiction of courts as to enforccmcnL .
bailiff or clerk to deliver up property or money seized to
sheriff .
right of attaching or garnishing creditor to share in distribu-
tion by sheriff .....
costs of bailiff or constable ..
Bailiff
appointm~nt and tenure of office..
supervision of judge ..
suspension .
leave of absence .
appointment of deputy by .
security by .
books evidence against surety .
clerk of the peace taking over books, etc., on vacancy
duties of generally .
limitation of charge for mileage .
fees of . .
duty of clerk as to collecting fees of in advance .
forfeiture of fees for failure to make return ..
not to receive extra remuneration .
to notify inspector of appointment ..
inspection of office .
annual return to inspector as to fees .
actions by or against, where to be brought ..
appointment pro tempore by judge .
special appointment by clerk to perform duties of.
affidavit of service of summons........ . .
bailiff may be examined by judge ..
may take confessions of debt .
not to purchase goods seized ..
lien on property for his fees ..
continuing proceedings after death, etc ..
securities to enure to successor in office .
fees on distress for rent claimed after execution....
penalty for interfering with ......
Inquiry into complaint of misconduct ..
consequences of extortion
liability for negligence ..
protection against vexatious actions ..
Barrister
appointment of to act as deputy judge ..
right to act as agent at triaL .
Bequest
action involving validity of not within jurisdiction...
Bill of Exchange
filing original
1055
1055
1055
1055
1055
1056
1056
1056
1056
1056
1256
1256
1256
'00'1004
1004
1004
1005
1005
1005
'007
1007
1008
1008
1009
1009
1010
1011
1011
1011
1018
1020
1020
1020
1020
1044
1049
1049
1050
1050
1058
1059
1059
1060
'060
'29'
'00'1028
1011
1019
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DIVISION COUR~Continued
PAGE
1039
1019
1007
1011
•
1002
1006
1006
1036
1031
Board and Lodging
attachment of wages or salary, where claim of primary credi-
tor is for .
Books
to be prima facie evidence against the sureties of clerk or
bailiff 1005
what to be kept by clerk and expenses of 1005, 1006
disposal of, on vac.ancy in office of clerk or sheriff.................. 1007
duties of inspector with regard to................................................ 1010
production of when required by inspector.................................... 1010
Books of Account
when receivable as evidence .
Breach of Promise of larriage
not within jurisdiction .
Challenge
right of, on trial by jury .
Cheque
filing original on entry of action ..
Clerk
location of office 1000
appointment and tenure of office.................................................. 1004
not to practice as barrister and solicitor.................................... 1004
supervision of by judge.................................................................... 1004
leave of absence................................ 1004
appointment of deputy by................................................................ 1005
security by 1005
books evidence against surety.................................................... 1005
agreement with fidelity insurance company............................ 1005
duties of 1005,1006
books and records to be kept by 1005, 1006
fines and penalties, duties with respect to.................................... 1006
accounts to be furnished by.......................................................... 1006
notice of receipt of money to be given by................................ 1006
annual returns as to unclaimed money paid in.......................... 1007
death, resignation or removal, clerk of the peace to take over
office 1007
fees of 1008
record and return 297
percentage payable to Province............................... 313
duty as to collecting bailiff's fees in advance.............................. 1009
not to receive extra remuneration................................................ 1010
inspection of office of l010, 1011
to notify inspector of appointment 1011
annual return as to business of courts........................................ 1011
annual return as to fees to inspector.......................................... 1011
actions by or against, where to be brought................................ 1018
special appointment in absence of bailiff.................................... 1020
may take confessions of debt.. 1044
not to purchase property at bailiff's sale.................................... 1049
annual return of committal of judgment debtors...................... 1053
proceedings against, for misconduct.............................................. 1059
consequences of extortion by , 1060
Clerk of the Peace
record of divisions to be kept by .
fines to be paid over to by clerk .
requiring account from clerk. .
taking over office on death, resignation or removal of clerk
or bailiff .
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Commissions to Take Evidence
witnesses residing out of Ontario. 1030
witness unable to attend triaL. .. '" '" 1031
to save expenses of attendance of distant witness.................... 1031
rules applicable , ".......................................... 1031
costs 1031
Company
examination of officer after judgment against ,.......... 1053
Confessions of Debt
clerk or bailiff may take....... 1044
oath of clerk or bailiff...................................................................... 1044
Contempt of Court
powers of judge as to .punishment of.......................................... 1059
enforcement of fines..... 1060
1012
1013
1056
1061
1046
1051
1052
1006
1006
1016
1020
1016
1019
1040
1053
Contract
jurisdiction in .
judgment may order payment of money notwithstanding terms
Corporation
venue, when head office out of Ontario .
sel"Vice upon when head office out of Ontario ..
service of garnishee summons on .
examination of officers after judgment against .
Costs
clerk to tax .
revision of taxation .
allowance for service out of Ontario ..
postage in case of service out of division ..
where plaintiff does not recover more than amount paid into
court 1028, 1029
of commissions for taking evidence.............................................. 1031
what taxable in case of appeal to divisional court......... :.......... 1034
in garnishee proceedings ~........................................... 1042
authority of judge as to.................................................................... 1044
when no order made as to.............................................................. 1045
allowance to defendant for attendance.......................................... 1045
failure of action for want of jurisdiction.................................... 1045
counsel fees 1045
allowance to plaintiff where defendant's default necessitates
attendance ..
of judgment summonses .
allowance to judgment debtor for examination .
not to be allowed to creditor taking out attachment unneces-
sarily .
rules as to ..
•
Counsel Fees
when judge may order payment of.... 1045
Counter-Claim
transfer of action when beyond jurisdiction............. 1015
in case where landlord or other person claims property...... 1057
Court
number of in each county.............................................................. 1000
to be courts of record.... 1000
seal of . 1000
office, where to be kept.... 1000
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1000
1001
1046
1234
1000
1000
1001
1001
1001
1001
1002
1002
Court~Continued
sittings, time and place of holding .
in cities where two courts .
in Toronto .
court room and expense of .
use of court house .
appointing and altering number and limits of divisions ..
effect of alterations of limits on actions .
records of divisions in courts .
dissolution of union of counties or formation of new county,
effect of 1003
who to preside 1003, 1004
adjournment in absence of Judge 1004
Court House
sittings may be held in 1001, 2823
Court of Record
every court to be : .
Court Room
duty of municipality as to furnishing .
Creditors' Relief Act
enforcing balance of claim filed under ..
See Creditors' Relief .
Criminal Conversation
not within jurisdiction...................... 1011
Cross-Judgments
execution for excess and satisfaction for remainder.............. 1046
Custom
action involving, not within jurisdiction.................................... 1011
Damages
claims for not subject to attachment . 1039
Debt
jurisdiction in 1012
attachment of (garnishee proceedings) 1038-1043
confessions of, clerk or bailiff may take 1044
oaths of clerk or bailiff 1044
Defence
transfer of action when beyond jurisdiction 1015
order permitting entry of 1026
withdrawal of 1026
how set up by garnishee 1042
Defendant
includes primary debtor 999
entry of dispute when carrying on business in another name 1023
order striking out or adding 1023
service of summons on person added 1024
non-appearance of at trial 1027
Deputy Judge
may preside 1003
powers of deputy appointed by the county judge 1004
Devise
action involving validity of not within jurisdiction.. 1011
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Distress
foe rent in arrear before execution was issued 1058
Dispute
entry of, by persons carrying on business in another name
order permitting entry of
withdrawal of .
Divisions
number and distribution of .
board for appointing and altering number and limits of..
effect of alteration of limits .
dissolution of union of counties
Divisional Court
ap~als to .
from judgmentll at certain trials in provisional judicial dis-
tricts _.
E\'idence
entries in clerk's books as against surety .
to be confined to the claim as entered .
when to be taken down in writing or shorthand
of set-off to be limited to particulars .
issue of subpoenas...
taking by commission . .
books of account and affidavits, when receivable as
powers of arbitrators as to administering oaths......
Examination or Judgment Debtors
See Judgment Summons
1023
1026
1026
100.
1001
1002
1003
1033
1062
1005
1019
1027
1029
1030
1030
1031
1044
1050
Execution
issue of, by clerk .. 1005, 1006, 1045
record of 1005
when binding against goods ..1224,1226
duty of bailiff as to 1007
enforcing payment of fees by........ 1009
bailiff not entitled to fees until return 1009
forfeiture of fees of bailiff for neglect to make return 1009
against partners and joint debtors, what may be seized under..l020-1022
in action against person -carrying on business in another name 1023
on judgment in default where summons specially endorsed .... 1024
when to issue 1032
stay of 1034
against a garnishee 1041
right of successful party to 1045
form of 1045
for excess in case of cross judgments. 1046
not to be executed out of county.................... 1046
superseded by payment before sale 1046
on transcript of judgment, notice of return of nulla bona........ 1046
enforcing balance of claim filed under Creditors' Relief Act.... 1046
after revivor of judgment 1047
date and return 1047
renewal...... . 1047
priority after renewal.............................. 1047
issue of, before regular day..... .. 1047
against lands,-when judgment creditor may have 1047
effect of 1047
return by sheriff .. 1047
further proceedings by creditor 1047
duration and renewal of writ . 1048
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Execution-Continued
fees of sheriff " .
land on hand .f?r ~\'ant of buyers, certificate vi sheriff as to
Issue of venditionI exponas .
proof required before further proceedings ..
seizure, endorsement of, notice of sale .
sale not to be less than eight days after seizure .
officers of court not to purchase goods .
fees of bailiff after seizure when settlement or assignment
made ..
issue of in court to which transcript addressed ..
continuing proceedings after death or other vacancy in office
of bailiff .
seizure and sale of propertv attached under warrant of
attachment .
claims of landlords and others against goods seized, how ad-
justed . .
application by bailiff where there are several claims .
rights of defence and counter-claim " .
adjudication by county judge ..
claims for rent, how enforced " " .
sale where replevin made .
penalty for rescue or attempted rescue of property ..
not to be deemed unlawful on account of informality .
liability of bailiff for negligence in levying .
binding only from time of seizure .
seizure and sale of equitable interest in goods .
Express Company
agent for purpose of service upon " .
Extortion
inquiry into charges of " " .
consequences where clerk, bailiff or officer found guilty of ..
Fact
questions of, how detennined ..
jury may be directed to answer questions .
Fees
not to be charged for notice of payment of money ..
limitation on bailiff's charge for mileage .
payment of clerk and bailiff by ..
posting up table of ..
of appraisers .
where amount involved not more than $10 ..
scale of ..
payment of in first instance .
enforcing payment by execution ..
collection of by clerk for bailiff ..
forfeiture of, by bailiff for neglecting to make return ..
clerks and bailiffs not to receive additional remuneration ..
duty of inspector with regard to ..
annual return by clerk and bailiff to inspector ..
what payaBle on account of jury fund .
Fines
account to be kept by clerk ..
delivery of account to clerk of the peace " .
enforcement of payment ,,- ..
Foreign Procedure Book
clerk to keep ..
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1038
1006
1006
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Forfeitures
powers of court as to relieving .
Form
irregularities in, not to invalidate proceedings
penalty for issuing imitation of _ .
Franchise
action involving right to not within jurisdiction
Garnishment of Debts
what may be attached . .
debts owing by partners . .
wages or salary.. . " .
claim of primary creditor for board or lodging .
where primary debtor unmarried .
after judgment .
application for attaching order ..
sel'Vice of order, effect of .
payment by garnishee after sel'Vice
summons, issue and form of
sel'Vice of summons . .
on corporation where head office not in Province .
judgment and execution against garnishee : ..
before judgment ..
summons. issue of ..
summons to be deemed special summons ..
several garnishees may be included .
sel'Vice on primary debtor .
judgment and execution against garnishee .
who may show cause ..
defences which may be set up by garnishee .
notice of dispute to primary creditor
judgment in default against garnishee
costs . .
sel'Vice of summons, effect of . .
discharge of debt from attachments, order for ..
after payment by garnishee out of court .. ..
security from primary creditor, order for .
effect of bond .
adverse claims, judge to inquire into and decide
right of claimant to jury .
adjournment, powers of judge as to .
sel'Vice on additional persons................... . .
prescribing forms . .
High Schools
jurisdiction in disputes between teachers and trustees
Imprisonment
of judgnlent debtor, order for...
not to extinguish debt .
annual return of committals
Infant
unclaimed money of .
suit by for wages, work or services.
Informalities
not to render levy or distress unlawful .
proceedings not to be quashed or vacated for .
Injunction
not to be granted .
1013
1061
3443
1011
1039
1021
1039
1039
1039
1039
1039
1040
1040
1040
1040
1040
1041
1041
1041
1041
1041
1041
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1042
1042
1042
1042
1042
1042
1042
1043
1043
1043
1048
1043
1043
1043
1043
1013
1007
1014
1060
1061
1014
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291
1014
1032
1061
1020
999
1003
1004
1004
1004
1013
1018
1026
1037
1059
1012
1013
1012
1005
1011
Insolvency
Jurisdiction as to right of creditor to rank .
Inspector
interchange of duties with other inspectors................. . .
duties .~t~ regard to appointment and number and limits of
dlV1Slons 1001
appointment and duties of.............................................................. 1010
conducting inquiries under oath lOlO, 1011
notice of appointment to be given to............................................ 1011
agreement with fidelity insurance company for security for
clerks and bailiffs .
annual returns to .
Interest
right to sue for separately................. .. . .
Interrogatories
answers on oath may be required from person giving evidence
by affidavit .
Irregularities
person aggrieved must show special damage .
Joinder of Claims
when allowed . ..
findings to be separate .
Joint Debtors
when action may be brought against separately .
Judge
exclusive powers of county judge .
who to preside .
appointment of barrister to act as deputy .
adjournment of court in absence of .
supervision of his officers....... . .. . .
principles governing his decision .
actions by or against, where to be brought .
powers of as to amendment............................ . .... .... ........
function of in jury trials ..
powers of as to punishing contempt of court .... ...... '"
Judgment
record of . 1005
when actions upon are not within jurisdiction . . . 1011
may be for money although otherwise contracted for............ 1013
to be full discharge nohvithstanding abandonment of excess 1014
against members of firm.................................................................. 1020
against partnership 1021
against person carrying on business in another name. . 1022
in default where summons specially endorsed............. 1024
when may be set aside....................................... 1024
motion for immediate judgment...... 1025
defendant showing cause '" 1025
order for examination of defendant......... 1025
partial defence, judgment in part............................. ...... 1025
where one defendant has defence and another has not. 1025
leave to defend .. . 1026
setting aside or varying order....................................... 1026
upon withdrawal of dispute...................................... . 1026
delivery of and entry................................. 1032
ordering payment by instalments................................................. 1032
when execution may issue 1032. 1033
varying, instead of granting new triaL.... .. 1033
D-13
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Judgment-Continued
staying execution .
attachment of debts after
entry of award as .
right to have execution on .
for excess and satisfaction in case of cross judgments.
transcript, return of nulla bona , __ .
issue and fonn of .
stay of proceedings in original court.. . . , .
enforcing balance of claims filed under Creditors' Relief Act
revivor of .
issue of execution against lands on , .
proof of, in support of title under sheriff's deed..
1033
1039
1044
104'
1046
1046
1049
1049
1046
1047
1047
1206
Judgment Summons
sittings in Toronto for hearing . .
right to issue .
affidavit of judgment creditor .
service and examination of debtor .
witnesses, examination of _ .
place of examination . .
costs "............................. . ,
discharge on examination, effect of .
committal to gaol, when order may be made.
judge to be satisfied that non-attendance is wilful
warrant of commitment , , .
rule as to commitment when principal and interest sued for
separately .. .. .
discharge out of custody..
when costs may be allowed to debtor .
rescinding or amending order for payment or commitment
imprisonment not to extinguish debt .
annual return of committals ....
examination of officers of company .
1001
1050
1050
l050
1051
1051
1051
1051
1051
1052
1052
1052
1052
1052
1052
1053
1053
1053
Junior Judge
powers and duties or' county court judge not exercisable by
when to preside . ..
99'
1003
1011
1012
1012
1012
1012
1012
1013
1013
1013
1013
1013
1014
1014
1014
1014
......1014, 1015
1015
1017
1018
1029
104'
Jurisdiction
what actions not to be tried ....
in personal actions ,... . .
debt or contract. . .
where amount ascertained by signature
creditor ranking on insolvent estate
combined causes of action
replevin ,
disputes between teachers and school boards......... .. .
judge to try summarily.. , " .
judgment for payment ill money, although contract not so ex-
pressed . .
nature of relief which may be granted
actions by minors for wages, etc ..
causes of action not to be divided .
principal and interest may be sued for separately....
abandonment of excess judgment to be full discharge
transfer of action to Supreme Court........... .. ..
where defence or counter-claim involves matter beyond
notice disputing . .
when action not to fail, though brought in wrong court
where set-off of defendant exceeds.
costs where action fails for want of..
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in action on bonds given in proceedings notwithstanding
amount .
in claims by landlords notwithstanding amount.. ..
of courts in provisional judicial districts .
arbitration by consent up to $800 .
trial by judge on consent up to $800 .
185
1056
1057
1062
1062
1062
sittings in Toronto for trials............................................................ 1001
when either party may require.................................................... 1034
notice requiring 1034
where action transferred from one court to another.... 1035
who liable to serve.............................................................................. 1035
how selected 1035
where municipal corporation a party. 1036
number to be summoned.......................... . . 1036
challenges .. 1036
penalty for disobeying summons............................................... 1036
separate list of trials by............................. 1036
number of panel...................................... .. .. . 1036
oath .. 1036
calling talesmen ." . .. . 1037
when judge may order empanelling of his own motion.. . 1037
fees of jurors , ,... 1037
discharge upon disagreement 1037
directing non-suit or dismissal................... 1037
submitting questions 1037
duty of judge as to determining law '.. '.. 1037
taking case from ,. 1037
striking out notice :...................... 1037
jury fund .. 1038
returns by clerk as to amount collected 1038
fees and mileage.................. . 1038
:ight o~ ~dvers~ c~a.iman~ i~ garnishee proceedings 1043
m proVlslonal JudICIal dIstrIcts 1061
service not to exempt from service in other courts 1071
Ju Uce of the Peace
when actions against not within jurisdiction ...... 1011
issue of warrant of attachment by.......................... 1054
to select jury in provisional judicial districts..... 1061
Land
no jurisdiction in actions for recovery of................ . 1011
issue of execution against, see Execution Supra... .. 1047
Landlord
claims of upon goods taken in execution or attached, how
adjusted 1057
jurisdiction notwithstanding amount . . . 1057
claim for rent due and in arrears on eizure under execution 1058
notice of claim 1058
how enforced 105
sale where replevin made .. . . 1059
Law
determination of questions of ...... .. ..... .......
Libel
not within jurisdiction .
Limitations Act
how pleaded ..
1013, 1037
1011
1029
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P.\(ll
Lodging
attachment of wages or salary where claim of primary credi.
tor is for ,.. , , ,.. , ,............... 1039
Lunath:s
unclaimed moneys of _ _ 1007
Malicious Prosecution
not within jurisdiction 1011
Master and Sen'ant
appeals from justice or police magistrate .
when appeal may be tried by jury .
Mileage
limit of charge by bailiff....
of witness residing out of county .
allowance to jurors summoned...
1809
1810
1008
1030
1038
Minor
suit by for wages, work or services... 1014
Moneys in Court
account to be kept by clerk. __ _.
how dealt with by clerk
accounting by clerk............. . .
notice of receipt to be given by clerk
annual statement of unclaimed money
New Trial
application for ...
service of application for in districts .
1006
1006
1006
1006
1007
1032
1063
Non-Resident
where action against may be brought
service of summons
1016
1016
1027
1031
1000
1010
1005
1006
1007
1018
1018
1022
1024
1026
1046
1048
100'
1049
1059
1059
.1059,1060
Non-Suit
powers of judge as to .
powers of judge on trial by jury .
Notice
record of .
to be given by clerk on receipt of suitor's money ..
of unclaimed moneys . .
as to .maki~~ application to change place of trial..
to be m wrltmg .
of character in which person carrying on business in another
name is served .
what to be endorsed on special summons
before trial, what to state .
on return of nulla bona after transcript
time and place of sale under execution
Office
location of, how fixed ..
inspection of
Olfi<:ers
duty of judge as to supervision of . .
not to purchase goods seized under execution .
penalties for insulting or resisting officers .
inquiry into misconduct by.. . .
extortion ..
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Particular
entry of in claim in actions of tort .
Parties
style of cause in action against person carrying on business
in other name .
order to furnish name and address of owner of business .
order for striking out or adding .
when consent required .
service of summons on defendant or garnisbee added .
Partners
when action may be brought against separately .
taking property of finn in execution under judgment against
one or more .
two !lr more may sue or be sued in name of firm .
servlce on .
order to furnish names and addresses of members of firm ..
service on after dissolution .
notice of capacity in each defendant sen·ed .
attachment of debts owing by , .
execution against firm and individuaL .
effect of judgment against firm : .
Payment into Court
after tender before action : .
acceptance by plaintiff .
effect of on costs .
when plaintiff deemed to have accepted ..
after action broughll ..
when plaintiff deemed to have: accepted .
effect of on C05tS .
in case of dispute as to bailiff's fees on execution or attach-
ment .
Penalties
to be paid to clerk .
clerk to pay over to clerk of the peace for Treasurer of
Ontario .
disobedience to subpoena or refusing to give evidence .
juror neglecting or refusing to attend ..
for contempt of court .
for interfering with bailiff or officer .
arrest of offender ..
misconduct of bailiffs or officers, inquiry and order by judge
extortion by clerk, bailiff or other officer ..
negligence of bailiff. . ..
enforcing payment of .
Penalties and Forfeitures
powers of Court as to relieving .
187
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1019
1022
1022'
1023
1024
1024
1020
1021
1021
1021
1021
1021
1021
1021
1022
1022
1028
1028
1028
1028
1029
1029
1029
1049
1006
1006
1030
1036
1059
1059
1059
1059
1060
1060
1060
1013
Perishable Goods
how dealt with after seizure under attachment.. 1056
Personal Actions .
jurisdiction in cases of................................................... 1012
jurisdiction in provisional judicial districts............................... 1062
Plaintiff
order striking out or adding......................................................... 1023
when consent required.................................................................. 1024
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Postage
to be costs in the cause
Practice
in unprovided cases .
existing rules confirmed
Principal
action on apart from interest'may be brought..
Procedure Book
clerk to keep
1'&0.
1020
1061
1061
1014
.1006
Promissory Note
filing original on entry of action . 1019
Provisional County
board for appointing
divisions.
Pro\'isional Judicial Districts
and altel'ir!g number and limits ot
1002
jurors in , .
deposit for expenses of jurors .
jurisdiction in personal actions .
arbitration by consent where amount does not exceed $800.... ·
trial by judge on consent , .
appeals to divisional court
service of papers on application for new trial .
Public Schools
jurisdiction in disputes between teachers and trustees..
Railway Company
agent for purpose of service upon
1061
1061
1062
1062
1062
1062
1068
1013
1020
Remedies
powers of court as to granting . 1013
Replevin
jurisdiction .
when jury may be required .
after distress for rent claimed where execution issued
Revivor of Judgment
right to
Rules
what to be followed in cases ~ot provided for .
existing rules confirmed
Salary
attachment of debts due for....
School Laws
jurisdiction in disputes between teachers and trustees
Seal
to be provided for every court...
Security
order directing primary creditor to give..
re'storation of goods attached on furnishing
1013
1034
1059
1047
1061
1061
1089
1013
1000
1048
1055
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Securhy--Continued
may be required from attaching creditor before sale of perish-
able goods 1056
jurisdiction of courts as to realizing on when given in pro-
ceedings 1056
Security by Officers .
responsibility of surety...................................................................... 1005
what to be given by clerk and bailiff............... 1005
form and effect of.. 1005
agreement with fidelity insurance company...................... 1005
duties of inspector with regard to.................................................. 1010
to enure to benefit of successor of bailiff.................................... 1050
Seduction
not within jurisdiction ·........ 1011
Separate Schools
jurisdiction in disputes between teachers and trustees ........ 1013
Service
duty of bailiff as to............................................................................ 1007
time for, of summons...................................... 1019
when to be personal or otherwise... 1019
order for substitutional service or by advertisement, etc. 1019
on concern having head office out of Ontario.............................. 1020
by mail, postage................................................................................ 1020
on members of firm ........ ,................................................................. 1020
notice to person served.......... 1021
naming person for where appeal lies............... 1034
where agents not named.............................................................. 1034
on application for new trial where parties may appeal in
district 1063
1028
1011
1029
1042
1024
1041
1029
1029
1029
1029
1042
1027
1027
1027
Set-Oil
notice of .
evidence of limited to particulars .
judgment for defendant for excess .
where excess exceeds jurisdiction ..
how claimed by garnishee ..
Sittings
how often to be held 1000, 1001
adjournment of on absence of judge............................................ 1004
Slander
not within jurisdiction .
Solicitor
right to act as agent at triaL .
Special Summons
entry of judgment in default of dispute .
garnishee summons to be deemed .
Statutory Defences
how pleaded ..
by garnishee .
Stenographer
employment of, at trial of certain actions ..
when notes to be extended ..
fees and expenses .
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Subpoena
issue and service of .
penalty for disobedience to
1030
1030
1005
1005
1006
1007
1016
1019
1019
1019
1019
1020
1022
......1039·10(1
1056
Summons
issue and service of ' __ ,,".
record of ..... ...
service in another division .
duty of bailiff as to service and ·e~ecution:::::: .
service upon non-resident .
claim to be annexed to........... . _ ..
service of .. .
endorsement of notice as to change of place of trial
when service to be personal or otherwIse
affidavit of service of ,............... .. ..
in action against person carrying on business under name
other than his own , .
in garnishee proceedings......... . .
service of after issue of attachment
SuprcnlC Court
transfer of action to .
practice mllY be followed in unprovided cases
Telegraph Compllny
agent for purpose of service upon
Tender Before Action
how pleaded, payment into court .
when plaintiff deemed to have accepted ,..
effect of on costs when action proceeded with
lOl(
1061
1020
1028
. 1028, 1029
. , 1028, 1029
Toll
action involving right to not within
Toronto, Cit)· of
sittings of division courts in,.
jurisdiction 1011
1001
Tort
jurisdiction in .
entry of particulars of claim
when jury mllY be required..
Transcript
return of nulla bona, notice of .
transmission of by clerk to another courL .
form of .. .
procedure on receipt of..... . ..
1012
1019
1034.
1046
1049
1049
1050
Trespass
informalities not to render officers liable for..
not to be considered as ab initio
1060
1060
Trial
sittings in Toronto for jury trials 1001
conduct of, by judge... 1013
where to take place.......................... . 1015-1018
effect of agreement as to place of 1016
change, application for, when to be made 1017
place and time of must be shown on notices generally.. 1026
summary disposition by judge................................................. 1027
order of entry of actions on list 1027
evidence when to be taken down and how. 1027
agreement not to appeal........................... 1027
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Trial-Continued
non-appearance of .defendant......................... . .
adjournment, powers of judge as to .
::bopo':~~s a~ ~it~~:~;; ..~t.-:.-.-:.-.-:::.-::.-::.-:::::.-.-::.-::.-:::.-:::::::::::::::.-::.-.-.-:.-:.-:::
commissions to take evidence .
books of account and affidavits as evidence .
g;Cij~~ .~.~ ~~~~.~ ~ ~ .
jury lists to be first taken ..
Unclaimed !\lone)'s
annual return b)' clerk................. . ..
to go into consolidated revenue unless claimed ..
Union of Counties
effect of dissolution on courts and proceedings ..
Venditioni Exponas
when to be issued .
191
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1027
1028
1028
1030
1030
1031
1031
1034
1036
1007
1007
1003
1048
Venue
where action to be entered or tried...................... ....... .. ......1015-1017
endorsement of notice as to time for making application for
change 1019
Wages
minor may sue for up to $100......................... 1014
place of trial when woodman sues for............... 1015
attachment of debts doe for..... 1039
proceedings to enforce woodman's lien. See Woodman's Lien
for Wages 1788
Warrants
issue of, by clerk............................................................................... 1006
record of 1006
duty of bailiff as to sen;ce and execution 1007
Will
action in\'olving validity of devise not within jurisdiction...... 1011
Witnesses
subpoenas, issue and service of 1030
tariff of fees and mileage.............. 1030
w;bere . r~sidence out of C?U~ty 1030
takmg eVIdence by commission....... 1030
powers of arbitrators as to administering oaths 1044
allowance to defendant...................................................................... 1045
order for payment of, in whole or in part by defendant where
no trial............ 1045
Woodmen
place of trial in action for wages 1015
Woodman's Lien for Wages
jurisdiction in enforcing.................. 1790
practice and form of attachment.................................................. 1791
'DOCUMENTS
deposit of, in registry office for safe keeping 1592
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DOCUMENTS OF TITLE
Sale of Goods
see Sale of Goods 1689
DOGS
. Grain
prohibition as to cntering 3691
Running at Large
during close season for deer
Sheep Protection
sec Dog Tax and Sheep Protection
3682
DOG KENNELS
IIlunieipal By-Laws
regulating location of, in cities 2867
DOG TAX AND SHEEP PROTECTION
3587
3588
3589
...... 3684,3585
3684
3584
3584
3585
3586
3585
3586
3586
Dogs
meaning of .... . . ... 3584
entry on assessment roll of number of 3586
penalty for failure _ _................. 3585
statement by owner to assessor as to number of . 3586
penalty for failure " ,.. 3585
killing of on failure to pay tax 3585
power of constable to enter upon premises 3585
of when found without tag 3586
by-laws for licensing and requiring registration 3586
no levy of tax when license fee equals tax 3586
by-laws prohibiting and regulating running at large of 3586, 3587
killing of when found killing or injuring sheep, or straying
from premises, etc .
liability of owner of for damages
duty of owner to kill after notice
Dog Tax
annual amount of , ' .
case of spayed bitch .. ' ' .
power to increase .
on kennel of pure-bred dogs .
entry on collector's roll and collection of ~ ..
killing of dog on, failure to pay .....
penalty- for collector failing to collect .
not to be levied where licensing by-law in force .
duty of clerk where owner of dog has not been assessed ..
Owner
liability to municipality for damages .
proceedings for ascertaining owner of dog .
duty of to kill dog injuring sheep .
penalty for not killing
Penalties
to belong to municipality .
3588
3588
358'
358'
3589
Procedure
directory only . 358'
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Sheep
protection of 3587, 3588
killing of dog found killing or injuring 3587
liability of municipality for damages to...................................... 3587
when municipality not liable 3587
carcass of, when not to be destroyed . 3588
Sheep Valuers
appointment and duties of . 3587
appeal from report of , 3588
procedure where no appointments made or on failure to dis-
charge duty 3588
Tags
owner required to have, fixed on dogs 3585
penalty for failure :................................................. 3586
fee for and serial number on 3585, 3586
killing of dog found without 3586
DOMESTIC ANIMALS
Maiming or Poisoning
investigations as to
DOMESTIC SCIENCE
132~
Instruction In
public schools .. 3800
in high or technical schools under advisory committee.............. 3928
DOMINION COMMISSIONERS OF .POUCE
Constables
powers, duties and responsibilities of when appointed commis-
sioner 1326
no authority in municipal matters........... 1326
Justice of the Peace
Commissioner to have powers of.................................................... 1326
Oaths
of allegiance or of office, not required........................................... 1326
Police Magistrate
. commissioner to have powers of.................................................. 1326
Qualification
as to property and residence not required.................................... 1326
DOMINION COURTS
Actions
removal from Provincial Courts.................................................... 901
Constitutional Questions
jurisdiction as to.................................................................................. 901
Court Houses
right to use and authority of Judge.............................................. 901
Dominion Government
jurisdiction in controversies with.................................................. 901
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Jurisdiction
what matters may be decided,
Province8
jurisdiction as to controversies between .
Supreme and Exchequer Court of Canada
jurisdiction of
DOMINION DAY
to be holiday
DOMINION POLICE
~: AitJicultural Exhibitions
powers and duties at ....
DONATIO MORTIS CAUSA
see Succession Duty
DOWER
Acknowledgment
absence or informality in, when not to affect bal' of dowel'
901
901
901
9
811
339
IH7,1148
Administration
sale of land,-eompcnsation
Adulteress
when right of, to dower barred .
Agreement for Sale
order of judge as to pUlochase money retained or indemnity
given .
Alimony
bar of dowel' by order of judge where wife disentitled to
Assignment of Dower
when to be made ," .. ..
agreement between dowel'ess and tenant of freehold
registration, effect of .
how yearly value to be fixed _.._._....... . .
after judgment, appointment of commissioners by sheriff.
commissioner dying or refusing to act
oath of commissioner , , .
powers and liabilities of commissioners as officers of court.
witncsses, enforcing attendance of ..
admeasurement and description of land assigned..
permanent improvemcnts, how to be ascertained and dealt
with .. _..
when yearly sum in lieu of dower rna)' be assessed.
evidence to be taken on oath.. .. ..
recovery of yearly sum assessed. .......
report of commissioners, particulars to be contained in
enlargement of time for making report..
return of wl'it with report .. ..
appeal from report , , ..
registration of report .
writ of possession.... .. ..
fees of commissioners ...
costs, by whom to be paid
1435
1144
1146
1145
1143
1148
1148
1149
1149
1149
1149
1150
1150
1150
1150
1150
1151
1151
1151
1151
1151
1151
1152
1152
1152
1152
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1146
lU6
1146
1147
1147
11-17,11-18
1148
1148
Bar of DO~'er
in mortgage, extent of ll-l-l
right of wife in surplus on sale under power of sale.. 11014
payment into court to credit of wife , 1145
summary order securin~ right of wife _ 1145
widow not entitled to share in money 01' personal estate 1145
when order dispensing with bar may be made. 1145-11-17
form and contents of order .._ . __ . 1145
con\"e~·ance or mortgage after order 1146,1147
extension to cases where part of purchase mone)' retained
or indemnity given _ ..
Official Guardian or Public Trustee when to be sen'ed.
(ee of judge . .
b)' order of judge on application of purchaser or mortgagee
fee for registration of order ..
wife executing instrument where no acknowledgment.
or where husband not a party...... . .
or joining where no release expressed in deed .
Commissioners
for assignment of dower, see Assignment of Dower Supra
deforcement .
Costs
of appeal from report of commissioners.
of proceedings for assignment of dower how borne ......
Damages
reeoveI')' of, for wrongful
how estimated
1152
1152
1143
1149
Deforcement
widow ma~' recover damages for 1143.
Detention of Dower
estimating dama;:;r:g for ..
De'l"olution of Estates
rights pr<!served,---eleetion
sale free from dower
as to taking share or dower
1149'
1461
1462
1231
EI~lion
widow must make, in respect to surplus after sale under
mortgage 1145-
Equitable Estates
right of widow in _ 11.,13
Execulion
inchoate right not liable to
Ft>ncing
right of doweress to lake timber (01'
Firewood
right of dowercss to
Free Grant Land
right of widow of locatce
Grantee
order of judge barring dower on application of
lIighwa)'
exemption of land dedicated for......
1144
1144
432
1141
1144
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Inchoate Right
determining value on partition................................................... ... 1436
Infant
election on behalf of...................................................................... 1461
Joint Tenancy
no dower where estate held by...................................................... 1143
Landlord
tenant to give notice of service .of writ of summons in connec-
tion with dower 1148
Land Titles Act
declaring land free from dower.................................................... 1615
registration of estate in dower...................................................... 1625
Limitation
of time for enforcing dower where right of entry.................... 1143
when action to be brought........... 1187
maximum of arrears recoverablp.................................................. 1187
of actions, see Limitations 1187
Locatee of Public Lands
election of widow as to life estate or dower................................ .432
Lunatic
land acquired by husband during confinement of wife in
provincial hospital for insane 1145, 1146
order of judge on certificate of gaol surgeon and medical prac-
titioner of insanity of WUE' 1146, 1147
notice of. application for order of judge, when to be served on
Public Trustee 1145. 1146
election on behalf of "....................... 1461
Maintenance
right to pending assignment of dower :...................... 1143
Mining Lands
when dower not recoverable out of................................................ 1144
Minor
bar of dower by................................................................................ 1148
Mortgage
extent of bar in 1144
right of wife where land sold under power of sale.................. 1144
ord.er of judge barring dower on application of mortgagee...... 1147
Official Guardian
when to be served with notice of application to judge for order
barring dower 1146
Payment into Court
right of mortgagee to make... 1145
:Penalty
tenant neglecting to give notice of service of writ of summons
in action of dower....... 1148
Permanent Improvements
when not to be taken into account in estimating damages for
detention of dower or yearly value of land........................ 1149
J~DE.".
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Protection of Right
see Dc\'olution of Estates
Public Trustee
when to be sen'ed with notice of application
Purchase Money
order of judge where retained in part or indemnity given
Purchaser
order of judge barring dower on application of .
Quarantine
right of widow to
Registration
of judge's order .
of agreement for assignment of dower..
of report of commissioners .
Right of Entr)'
claim of widow where husband entitled to at death
Street
exemption of land dedicated for .
Tenant.
to give notice of sen'ice of writ of summons to landlord
penalt)· on default ..
Trust Estate
no dower in, where husband is trustee .......
Wild Lands
dower not recoverable out of..
Witnesses
mode of procuring attendance before commissioners
evidence of, to be taken on oath .
costs of, on proceedings for assignment of dower
Writ of Assignment of Dower •
appointment of commissioners b)' sheriff , .
procedure under .
Writ of Possession
when to be issued to plaintiff hi action for dower
Woodland
right to assignment of
DRAINAGE
Cemeteries
duty of owner as to
Minister of Public Works
powers of
Railwa)'S
power to construct drains
duty of, to adjoining owners
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1459
1145,1146
1146
1147
1147
1148
1152
1143
1144
1148
1148
1143
1143
1150
1151
1152
.... 1149
.........1150-1152
1152
1144
3657
. 646
2494
2530
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DRAINAGE, MUNICIPAL
Abandonment of Work
by initiating municipality..
Actions
tl'ansfer of to referee
IXDEX.
r.\nl
3139
3154
Ad\'ances .
from general funds, repayment from assessments
Appeals
from engineer to referee as to construction of bridge, compen-
sation to low lands, etc..
to court of revision .
from court of revision to county judge .
apportionment of cost of .
fees and expenses of judge on .
<:Jerk to alter assessments to conform with result .
by municipality notified by initiating municipality, to referee
from report of engineer . .
powers of referee on .
from referee to divisional court .
to referee against by-law for repairs ..
from referee to divisional court........ ..
from engineer varying' assessment for maintenance .
to referee by owner of low lands as to compensation .
to divisional court in case of mandamus to compel repair.
from assessment by municipality.. .. .
to referee by railways.. .. .
3150
3123
3131
3134
3135
3135
3135
3138
3139
3139
3143
3143
3144
3146
3147
3153
3156
3119
3122
3151
3137
3137
3138
3144
3153
3155
Application of Act
to embanking and pumping
Assessment
engineer to make of lands and roads 3118
for injuring and outlet liability........................... 3119
for benefit when lands liable to...... 3120
to show number of acres affected 3120
apportionment of on sale of part of lot 3121
may be shown in sums of money.......... 3121
of compensation for damages to low lands. 3123
notice to persons assessed...................... 3123
separate for benefit, outlet and injuring.. 3125
prior to be taken into consid.eration........ 3125
court of revision or judge may consider..... 3133
notice by clerk to persons assessed....... 3126
by-laws imposing special rates for 3128,3129
fixing time for payment.. .. . .. .. 3129
determining property liable for.. 3129
clerk to alter to conform with result of appeals.. . . 3135
payment of before issue of debentures 3136
where work not continued in another municipality..................... 3136
for works on boundary lines................. 3137
for lands in adjoining municipality although work does not
enter same . ..
settling of between municipalities .
payment over to initiating municipality .
varying proportions for maintenance .
appeals by municipality to referee .
of damages and costs payable by municipality..
"-",ard Drains
allowance for their value ..
power of municipality to assume
lXDEX.
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3128
Benefit
assessment of lands and roads for............ 3118
when lands may be assessed for...... 3120
separate assessment for .. .. 3125
on lands in another municipality. . .. . 3137
Borrowing Money
by-law for .
3152,3153
Boundary Lines
proceedings where area lies on ether side of.
assessment of work on ,
Bridges
engineer to make provision for construction of..
assumption of cost of certain, as a general charge .
construction of access and farm .
allowance for severance, instead of constructing
to be deemed part of work. ..
when on private lands, maintenlUlce of..................... .. . .
appeal to referee..... . ..
By-Law
general. assuming as general charge cost of bridges and
culverts ..
for construction, not affected by failure to file report within
6 months .
when not affected by insufficient petition .
form and publication of : ..
service of copy instead of newspaper......... .. .
confirmation of, if not quashed.. .. .
amendment of after appeals against assessment
amendment of when insufficient funds provided ..
when lands in another municipality assessable .
where more than sufficient funds provided ..
publication of amending .
for undertaking repairs .
amendment of to comply with decision of referee .
Claims
determination of by referee
3136
3137
3121
3121
3122
3122
3122
3122
3123
3121
3124
3128
3129
3129
3130
3135
3139
3140
3140
3141
3143
3153
Clerk of Municipality
to notify persons assessed .
to be clerk of court of revision .
to act as clerk to the judge ..
Compensation
assessment of for damage to low lands
notice to owners as to . . ..
for damages to low lands by repairs
Constables
to assist referee in exercise of jurisdiction
3126,3127
3131
3134
3123
3123
3147
3158
<A>nstruction
meaning of................... . 3117
what works may be undertaken.............. 3118
bridges on highways, etc., to be deemed part of work.................. 3122
by-laws providing for.......................................................................... 3128
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Costs
of engineer for apportionment of assessment .
apportionment of on appeals to court of revision or judge.
certain to be deemed part of work ~ .
taxation of by referee........................ . .
tariff of, power of referee to make_ _ ..
of county court to apply until tariff by referee .
County Judge
hearing by at request of referee
3121
3136
3151
3158
3159
3159
3154
3149
3125
3157
3121
3121
3121
3122
3123
3146
3147
3147
3149
3154
3155
3155
3155
3155
Courthouse
use of by referee
Court of Revision
meaning of 3117
publication of notice of holding.... 3129
constitution and powers oL... . 3130, 3131
penalty on witness failing to attend.. 3131
time for holding _ 3132
adjournments where assessment altered 3133
power to enforce payment of costs... 3135
Covcring Drains
report of engineer as to .
Cuh-erts
engineer to make provision for construction of .
assumption of cost of certain, as' Ii. general 'charge
to be deemed part of work. : .
Damages
to land or crops, allowance for........ . ..
assessment of compensation for, to low lands .
assessment for overflow instead of repairing _.._ _
liability for non-repair, conditions of..~..... . .
non-liability, where drain blocked by snow or ice .
injuring works or embankments ......
proceedings for recovery of before referee .
assessment of , .
order of referee for payment by municipality
payment in cases of amicable settlement.
where extension of drainage work necessary .
Dams
removal of in construction of works
Debentures
denomination and term of........ . " .
including interest in amount payable _........... .. . .
reduction of where assessment paid befo1'e issue .
infonnaltics in not to invalidate .
when to be binding, to extent of amount advanced ..
issue of for cost of maintenance
3128
3135
3136
3136
3136
3160
Deputy Sheriffs
to assist referee in exercise
Disputes
determination of by referee
Ditches
allowance by engineer for
of j.urisdiction..
private ..
3168
3153
3122
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3149
3145
3119
3118
3118
3120
3121
3124
3124
3125
3126
3144
3145
Divisional Court
appeals to from referee 3139, 3143, 3147, 3155, 3159
Drainage Act
repair of works constructed under .
Embanking
application of Act to ..
Ern bankment
damages and penalty for injuries to .
Engineer
examination and report as to work .
assessment of lands and roads by ..
oath of ..
costs of, how borne .
time for filing report... ..
neglect of to make report : .
penalty for obstructing ..
account of services under oath .
report upon variation in assessment ..
changes or improvements ..
E timates
engineer to make 3121
when work done on road allowance 3125
to be filed with clerk by engineer..................... 3126
E"idence
before court of revision.................................................................... 3131
in proceedings before referee.......... 3157
before referee need not be filed......... 3158
Farm Bridge
construction of as part of work................ 3122
3154
3118
3117
3131
3134
'3135
3158
3158
Farmers' Sons
not entitled to petition .
Fees
of witnesses at Court of Revision ..
on appeals to Judge .
of the judge on appeals ..
in proceedings before referee .
to provide fund for salary and expenses of referee .
Initiating lunicipality
meaning of .
Injunction
applications for to be made to referee .
Injuring Liability
assessment of lands and roads for.............. 3118
when lands may be assessed for...................................................... 3119
basis of assessment.. 3119, 3120
separate assessment for... 3125
Inspector
appointment of, to supervise care of drains.................................. 3148
Interlocutory Applications
decision of referee on final.......... 3153
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Landlord and Tenant
covenant to pay taxes not to include drainage assessment. 3151
Low Lands
assessment for damage to., 3123
compensation to owners where construction of outlet, etc.•
would be too costly 3146
Maintenance
311'1
3141
..3141.3142
3142
3143
3143
3144
3150
meaning of . .
of works in one municipality only, .
passing into another municipality .
of drains constructed by government or county .
where works deemed to commence for the purposes of..
service of by-law on municipality liable to contribute
varying assessments for.
debentures for cost of
Mandamus
to compel repair .
in respect to setting aside assessment. etc.
application for to be made to referee...
Materials
disposal of taken from drain
314'1
. 3153.3154
.......... 3153
3122
Newspaper
sending copies containing by-law to persons assessed.
Obstructions
duty of owners to remove .
removal of artilicial in construction of work.
3129
. ,.. 3147,3148
314fi
Outlet
for lands in another municipality
Outlet Liability
assessment of lands and roads for..
when lands may be assessed for
basis of aSSCllsment
separate assessment for
Owner
meaning of
to dean out and maintain banks.
engineer to apportion work .
obstructions, removal of by ..
collection of cost by municipality
minor rcpairs by inspector..
Peace Officers
to assist referee in exercise of jurisdiction.
)·etitioll
what works may be undertaken on..
when embanking or pumping required.
form of .
withdrawal of names from ..
insufficiently signed, not to affect by-law
3137
3119
3119
3119,3120
3125
3117
3147,3148
3148
3147,3148
3148
3148,31..19
3158
.,3118
3119
... 3120
3127,3128
3128
Plans
engineer to make
to be filed with clerk b;r engineer .
3121
3126
3122
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Practice
of supreme court to be followed............................ 315
PriYate Ditches
allowance by engineer for........................................................... 3122
Pro\'ineial Aid
to construction of trunk channels and embanking or pumping
works 759
Public Utility
meaning of .. , , , , , 3118
construction of work upon property of, by authority operating 3124
assessment of excess cost against........................... 3124
Pumping Station
allowance for use of land for ' ..
Pumping "orks
application of Act to ..
requirements of petition in such case ..
appointment of commissioners to operate ..
assessment of cost of maintenance ,.
Railways
carrying works through lands of................................... .
service of report on company ..
appeal to referee " ..
jurisdiction of referee ..
Referee
meaning of......... .
appeals to from report of engineer as to bridges, low lands,
etc , , ' .
by municipality notified by initiating municipality from
report of engineer , $- ..
appeals to as to varying assessment for maintenance ..
powers as to mandamus ..
qualification, tenure of office, jurisdiction, etc .
determining validity of proceedings ..
interlocutory applications, decisions on to be finaL ..
applications to set aside petitions, reports, by-laws. etc.. ' ..
transfer of actions to , .
appeal fr'om to divisional court ..
order for payment of damages by municipality, etc .
appeal by railway from report of engineer ,
proceedings on appeals or references to.... .. .
clerk of county court to be clerk of.. ..
statement where he proceeds on view or special knowledge
decisions and reports of to be filed in county court .
to be in form of order for judgment ,
use of courthouse by , ,.
taxation of costs by , ..
fund for payment of salary and expenses of.. .
decisions not to be given out until stamped .
appeal from to divisional court .
power to make rules and tariff of costs , .
Reference
meaning of .
proceedings on .
3119
3119
3149
3149
3156
3156
3156
3156
3118
3123
3138
3144
3147
3152
3153
3153
3153
3154
3155
3155
3156
3156
3156
3157
3157
3157
3157
3158
3158
3158
3159
3159
3118
3156
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3118
3118
3137
3124
3124
.3126,3127
3127
3127
3157
3158
Relief
meaning of .
assessment for........ __ .
of lands in another municipality
Hepairs
service of by-law on municipality liable to contribute. 3143
report of engineer on . 3143, 3144
deepening, widening or extending without report 3144
upon examination and report n" ••••• " ••• _................................ 3145
assessment where works constructed out of general funds, etc. 3146
compensation to owners of low lands for damages "........ 3]46
mandamus to campe!.......................... . ,. 3147
liability for damages for non-repair............. 3147
non-liability for damage where drain blocked by snow or ice 3147
duties of owners to keep drains clear . 3147, 3148
Report
time for filing and extension thereof... . .
neglect of engineer to make..
notice to persons assessed .
consideration by council .
referring back to engineer for re-consideration
of referee to be filed in office of county court clerk
not to be given out until stamped
3122
instead of constructing ac-
Road Allowance
spreading earth taken from work 3It5
on boundary line, nature of work done on 3137
Rules
of Supreme Court to be followed... 31£8
power of judges of Supreme Court and referee to make.. 3159
publication of . 3159
Sel'erance
making allowance for severance
cess and fann bridges
Sheriffs
to assist referee in exercise of jurisdiction .. 3158
Shorthand Writer
appointment of fOI' reporting hearings before referee
when notes to be extended
Snow or Ice
non-liability when drain blocked by
3157
315~
3147
Specifications
engineer to make .
to be filed with clerk by engineer.
Stakes
power to enter on land to plant .
penalty for interference...
Sufficient Outlet
meaning of.. .
SurveJs
entry on land by engineer for making
penalty for obstructing engineer .
3121
3126
3125
3125
3118
3126
3125
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8145
3122
Tenant
covenant to pay taxes, not to include drainage assessment 3151
Tile Drain
constructing under bed of drainage work .
Watercourse
natural, conditions upon which it may be used for covered
drainage work 3125
repair upon report of engineer.. 3146
Wa~r Gate
construction of as part of cost of work.
Witnesses
at court of reViSiOn .
penalty for failure to attend
fees of on appeals to judge...
3131
3131
313,1
739
Works
construction of on petition............... SIU!
construction by authority operating public utility _..... 3124
assessment for where not continued in another municipality 3136
when not deemed out of initiating municipality.......................... 3136
proceedings where area lies on either side of boundary line_. 3136
continuing beyond limits of municipality............ 3137
maintenance of _ 8141
repair of 3144, 3145
damages and penalty for injuries to...... 3149
appointment of commissioners to operate pumping... 3149
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Application
by initiating municipality, to Lieutenant.Governor in Council 759
Embanking
grants in aid of .
Examination and Report
by engineers of Public
Grant
distribution of
Works Department 759, 760
760
Outlet
works for construction or improvement of ..
Petition
by council of local municipality
Public Works Department
examination atld report by engineer
Pumping
grants in aid of
Works
for which aid may be guaranteed
759
75~
759, 760
759
~59
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Ad\'an~es on Account
authorization of ..
Annual Pa)'mcnts
by muni~ipalities to Treasurer of Ontario .
Application
by township council to Treasurer
Councillors
liability of in case of default in payments
Debentures
not to be questioned after investment .
repayment of
proceedings on default . .
duty of municipal treasurer and officers
Interest
investment return required
rate payable after default
collection of alTears
In\"estigation and Report
by Treasurer, to Lieutenant·Govel'nor in Council
by Minister of Public Works _ .
762
162
761
763
162
762
162
'"
761
762
'62
'61
762
762
In\'cstment
what may be authOl'ized by Lieutenant·Governor in Council.. 761
rate of return upon _........ 761
flublic Works
Ministel' of, report on completion of works
Hegulations
by Lieutenant.Governor
Uepa)'ment
method of
in Council 763
"2
Treasurer of Ontario
investigation and report on propriety of investment
DRAINAGE, TILE
Annual Returns
duty of council as to ...
Appli~atiol\
for purchase of debentures by Province .
of ('wner to council _ .
consideration of by council in their order.
Horrowing Powers of Councils
By-law
for borrowing sums from Province . .
publication before and after passing .
special meeting for adoption of _ .
validity of after dismissal of proceedings to quash, etc ..
for imposing rates on land of borrowing owner .
'iGl
76'
,..
,..
,..
,..
,..
,..
16'
16'
166
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Cooncil
members not to borrow ..
personal liability of members .
Coopons
form of .
Debentures
form of ..
issue and sale of .
issuing of on borrowing by owner .
investment by Province in . .
not questionable after investment by Province
repayment of, how to be provided ..
applying sums received from owners ..
proceedings on default in payment .
Encumbrances
declaration as to ..
notice to holder of _.................. .. .
General Rate
levied in case of default in special rate . . .
Inspector
council borrowing money to appoint .
report of ..
Interest
rate of ..
Investment
investigation and report by Treasurer of Ontario .
what may be authorized by Lieutenant-Governor in Council
Limitation
upon total ingebtedness to be incurred .
Loans
limitation on amounts lent to owners ..
Mortgagees
notice of application of owner to be given to
01'tner
application for loan , ..
limitation of amount which may be loaned to... .. .
by-law imposing rates on land of .. . .
right to discharge indebtedness , ..
liability preserved .
Rate
by-laws for imposing, on land of borrowing o"..ner
Regulations
power as to making and as to prescribing forms
Repayment
by owner to municipalit}· .
by municipality to Province .
Special Rate
how imposed and collected .
207
P.'G_
766
768
765
765
765
765
765
766
767
767
767
765
765
767
766
766
764
765
765, 766
764
766
765
765
766
766
767
768
766
768
766. 767
767
766
208 Il"D.KX.
DRAINAGE, TILE-Continued
Treasurer of Municipality
duty after default in payment to Province
Treasurer of Ontario
investigation and report on investment by .
DRUGGIST
.
see Pharmacy
DRUG HABITUATE
appointment of committee to manage estate.
see Inebriates
DRUGLESS PRACTITIONERS
Board of Regents.-establishment of
term of office ..
vacancies
regulations , .
Act not to authorize general practice of medicine
penalty for unauthorized practice .
recovery of ...
limitations on application of Act.
DRUMMOND HILL BURYING GROUND
see Niagara Parks
DRUNKENNESS
Committee
appointment of, to manage estate
Highwa}' Traffic
prohibition as to dl'iving .
DYNAMITE
i\lunieipal By-Laws
regulating storing, cle'.
EASEMENT
Local Courts
jurisdiction of
Prescription in Case of
see Limitations
Railwa}'s
acquiring for transmission of electricity
EASTER MONDAY
to be holiday .
PJ.OI
767
706
2033
1140
2048
2048
2048
,2048,2049
2049
2049
2050
2060
.63
1140
3256
2837
963
1189
2586
9
